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supreme authority but with local administration of education in the hands of the
bishop for his diocese or delegated by him to his scholasrtcus. The licensing of teachers
came from these officials, who exerted general supervision over the schools in their
jurisdiction. The Third Lateran Council in 1179 decreed that every cathedral church
should have a master not only assigned to teach boys who wished to become clerics
but also to teach without fee poor children whose parents could not afford to pay for
the instruction. Free schools were also to be maintained in other churches and
monasteries. Licenses to teach should be granted only on the basis of proper qualifica-
tions and should not be for sale.
As cities grew, it became necessary to locate schools in outlying parishes and in
different parts of town, because it was difficult for children to travel from the
outskirts to the central church. Conflicts over the management of new schools arose
between church officials, who felt that the control of education was properly theirs,
and secular agencies, which began to lay claim to the right to establish and maintain
schools. Among these agencies were town governments, secular rulers, private teachers,
and voluntary associations of persons who wished to endow schools for charitable
purposes.
Town Schools
Italian towns continued to maintain their schools throughout the Middle Ages, some
of them exhibiting more or less continuity with their original foundations in the days
of the Roman Empire. With the acceleration of trade in the tenth and eleventh
centuries, attention to secular learning increased. Villani's Chronicle estimates that by
the middle of the thirteenth century there were between 8,000 and 10,000 children
learning to read in the schools of Florence; there were also six schools in which 1,000
to 1,200 children were learning arithmetic; and there were four advanced schools were
550 or 600 children were learning grammar and rhetoric. Likewise, in Siena before
1250 several masters were employed by the republic to give instruction in grammar,
medicine, and law in an effort to reval the schools at Bologna and Padua. The estimate
has also been made that in this period there were some seventy theachers of reading in
Milan, along with eight teachers of grammar. One can infer from this that many of the
Italian cities were.rivaling each other in providing schools under the control of the city
authorities.
The movement for town control of schools also took place in northern Europe.
In Germany during the thirteenth century, for example, many towns were taking steps
to establish schools under the control of municipal authorities; similar steps were being
taken in the Netherlands and to a lesser degree in France. In general, these schools
were religious in aim and Latin in content, representing not so much an effort to
establish secular instruction as simply to exert civil control over religious schools. The
continuity of secular schools was not nearly so clear in northern Europe as it was in
Italy, but nevertheless the growth of interest in town control of education reflected
the growing economic and political power of the middle classes in medieval life.
In Germany severe struggles arose between the church officials and the town
authorities concerning whether or not the towns could set up schools under their own

